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GMD2 Sustainability Assessment

Purpose: Apply new KGS data-driven water-balance 
approach to estimate Qstable, the annual pumping that 
would produce stable water levels in an area.
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Net Inflow

Water Volume Change in Aquifer = 

Net Inflow – Pumping
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GMD2 Sustainability Assessment
Purpose: Apply new KGS data-driven water-balance 
approach to estimate Qstable, the annual pumping that 
would produce stable water levels in an area.

Qstable is calculated using the average annual water-
level change and the annual water use for an area. 

Plot of ΔWL versus Q

Equation for a line:  ∆𝑾𝑳 ≈ 𝒃 − 𝒂𝑸

𝑸𝒔𝒕𝒂𝒃𝒍𝒆 =
𝒃

𝒂

Compute Qstable for entire district, counties within district, 
townships within district, and areas defined by GMD2.
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Average water use minus Qstable relative to the 

average use is the sustainability reduction percent.



Water-level Change vs Water Use

for Each County Area within GMD2
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Township example: McPherson Co.

Sustainability percentages: 3.1, 18, 19

Sustainability percentages listed in order of regression lines from left to right.



Township example: Harvey Co.

Sustainability percentages: 0.3, 2.2, 2.3

Sustainability percentages listed in order of regression lines from left to right.
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Positive values = 

pumping reduction

Negative values = 

pumping increase



Qstable = 3,625 ac-ft/yr, 
7.3% below Qaverage

Qstable, no 2007+2013 = 3,023 ac-ft/yr, 
23% below Qaverage



Conclusions

• Data-driven approach considers complete picture 

of all aquifer inflows and outflows.

• Average annual water use over much of GMD2 was 

close to sustainable during 1996-2014.

• County sustainability assessment indicates 

McPherson County requires greatest pumping 

reductions (8%) to achieve stable water levels.

• Township sustainability percentage ranges are  

0.6–2.8% in Sedgwick, 0.9-7.8% in Reno, -0.9–13.9% 

in Harvey, and 3.5-19.8% in McPherson County.

• Sustainability in township and defined areas is 

dependent on high inflows during wet years.

• Approach gives improved specific yield values for 

use in numerical model for GMD2 region.
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